detail, detail,
Multi-award winning Brisbane
company Sublime Architectural
Interiors recently picked up its first
international accolade. Gabrielle
Chariton finds out more.
s there a formula for winning kitchen
design awards? If anyone should
know, it’s Kim Duffin, the design
powerhouse behind Brisbane’s
Sublime Architectural Interiors, who this
year picked up his 80th award for kitchen
design at the International Design and
Architecture Awards in London.
‘I don’t think there’s a formula,’ Kim
says. ‘But we’re all about attention to
detail: detail, detail, detail. I think that
really makes a difference on every project.’
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Perhaps it’s Kim’s enthusiasm for his
craft that resonates with design judges
across Australia and now the world: every
new kitchen is an adventure, an
opportunity to explore new products, new
design techniques, new materials.
‘Clients seek us out because we do like to
push the boundaries and find new
products,’ he says. ‘I don’t necessarily
follow trends, but like any good designer,
I like to be the first to do something. So
we’re always on the hunt, looking for new
products to incorporate into our designs.’
The kitchen that won Asia Pacific
Best Kitchen Design in London beat
world-class competition in entries from
China, Singapore and India. It is a
brilliant example of Kim’s fervour for
all that’s new and different – and his
unique ability to marry innovation with
rock-solid, functional design and
practicality for maximum visual impact
and ergonomic appeal.
Left: Kim Duffin of Sublime Architectural
Interiors is now internationally recognised.
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‘The client wanted us to create a living
space that would embrace her love of
entertaining and the outdoors,’ explains
Kim. ‘She regularly caters for up to 15
guests, so … she wanted to be able to
stay connected with guests while
cooking, and requested an island in the
kitchen that would form the centrepiece
and bring the whole space together.’
Construction-wise, this was a massive
project: part of a total transformation of a
derelict block of units in Brisbane’s
trendy New Farm into a single two-storey
home. ‘The client engaged us very early
in the piece, while the architect was still
drafting, which was great, because it
meant that we could get any major
modifications actually put through onto
the building plans,’ Kim says. ‘Any
construction-related challenges were
overcome very early in the piece where it
didn’t even impact on the building
process or overall outcome in the end.’
The finished kitchen clearly fulfills the
client’s brief. Kim combined the original
kitchen, dining and balcony into a single
vast, uncluttered space, using continuity in
colour to seamlessly incorporate the indoor
and outdoor elements. While the kitchen is
open to the dining zone, the back of a
custom banquet seat creates a neat division
between the two areas, doubling up to
conceal kitchen clutter from view. A
powder room and mini-scullery are hidden
behind a vast bank of timber-grain joinery
that dominates one wall.
Look closely and the award-winning
attention to detail rapidly becomes
apparent. A mirrored kickboard causes
the cabinetry to seemingly hover above
the floor. The same visual trickery has
been used to brilliant effect on the dining
table. The stark, linear forms of the
cabinetry unexpectedly contrast with the
intricate circular patterning on screens at
the stairwell and on the balcony. From the
floor to the ceiling, every element of the
room has been meticulously planned and
crafted with show-stopping precision.
The room showcases Kim’s innate
appreciation for the distinctive properties
of different surface finishes, and his
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knack for using them in unexpected and
imaginative ways. The cabinetry wall
which conceals the refrigerator, scullery
and powder room is clad entirely in a
timber-grain laminate, which has been
seamlessly pattern-matched across the
entire six-metre length. It’s a bold choice
and the effect is quite stunning. ‘The
pattern matched woodgrain wall was the
most technical aspect of the project,’ Kim
says. ‘To be able to achieve that across
the sliding doors, the fridge panels, the
cupboard fronts and the kickboard was
just immense, so for me that’s a standout.’

With a swipe of an iPhone,
in-built LEDs turn on, illuminating
the surface in whatever shade of
the rainbow strikes your fancy
The seamless effect is further
enhanced with some tricky hardware on
the scullery and powder room doors,
which enabled Kim to create James
Bond-style secret openings. ‘When you
touch the doors, they pop in and slide
back to reveal the room behind. We
imported that product from Japan,
especially for this project.’
While Kim probably wouldn’t suggest
that his designs have a signature ‘look’
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about them, they all feature an element of
drama: a pop of colour, unexpected pattern
or whimsical lighting. This is a reflection
of Kim’s ability to incorporate his clients’
personalities into his kitchen designs. In
this particular kitchen, the ‘wow’ piece is
a dining table topped with a slab of
Caesarstone Concetta. Its dove-grey shades
harmonise with the room’s arresting
greyscale colour scheme … until, with a
swipe of an iPhone, in-built LEDs turn
on, illuminating the surface in whatever
shade of the rainbow strikes your fancy.
The table then becomes the one element
of vibrant colour in the monochromatic
room. The effect? Energetic, fun, striking.
And downright clever.
In fact, the ingenious thinking behind
the table sums up Kim’s unbeatable
combination of creativity and technical
expertise. ‘We made an acrylic substrate
box with mirrors in the bottom of it, and
the stone casing slides over the top. That
allows the lights to be wired inside it and
still be kept reasonably cool.’
So, while Kim can concoct
internationally applauded, out-there
designs, he says it’s his trade background
that makes the difference. ‘Not only can
we dream up these innovative things but
it’s the execution behind them – we know
exactly what we’re going to do and how
we’re going to do it. And if we don’t, we’ll
do trials and tests until we actually can.’

Sublime Architectural Interiors,
headed up by husband and wife
team Kim and Rebecca Duffin, have
been leading players in the Brisbane
design community for 10 years. Over
that time, the company has won
almost 80 state and national awards.
While Kim loves the validation of
industry accolades, and says that
being award winners naturally
attracts the type of clientele he enjoys
working with – those who ‘seek to
achieve something special’. He’s now
channelling his energies into the
behind-the-scenes work, assisting
with judging for HIA’s regional awards
around Brisbane, the Gold Coast,
and the Sunshine Coast.
‘The industry’s given me so much
over the years,’ he says. ‘So for me
it’s more about giving back to the
industry as much as I possibly can.’
As a member of the HIA
Queensland K&B Committee, Kim is
also providing industry training and
webinars, sharing his design
expertise with fellow HIA members.

All things considered, Kim’s rapport
with his clients and ability to tap into
their particular requirements means his
approach to kitchen design is indeed
anything but formulaic. But his attention
to detail, technical know-how and a
healthy dose of imagination certainly
seem to be the magic ingredients in his
recipe for success. H
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